
Prepare for the Informational Meeting 

 

Come to the meetings prepared to ask questions. Your questions can be regarding how this high voltage 

transmission line project will impact you. Examples of other questions to ask are: 

 Is any other entity developing a proposal for a high-voltage transmission line to serve the same perceived 

need? Who?  

 How is this transmission line going to benefit us?  

 How is it going to benefit my county?  

 How is it going to benefit my state?  

 Were other routes investigated? When? By whom? Is that document public? Can we get a copy of that?  

 What planning has been done which demonstrates a need for this transmission line?  

o Who did it? When?  

o Is that Plan a public document? Can we get a copy of that?  

 What organizations or governmental bodies have asked for this project? What planning has been done 

which demonstrates a need for this transmission line? Who did it? When?  

 What bodies or organizations typically conduct electric transmission line planning in this area? In Iowa?  

o Has that body or organization completed a plan or analysis of this RICL project?  

o Is it being done or will it be done?  

 How will this line integrate with the rest of the electric line network: (a) in the Midwest? (b) in Iowa? (c) in 

my county? 

 I'm served by a Rural Electric Company (ILEC, Alliant etc): Will RICL be offering to sell my Rural Electric 

Company its wind-generated electrons transmitted over this line?  

o So will I personally be consuming electricity transmitted over this line? 

o How do you know? How does that work?  

 Will there be electrons leaving this line anywhere between its western AC-DC converter and its eastern 

AC-DC converter in Illinois ?  

o What is the status of that plan (those plans)?  

o Who might know the answer to that question?  

 From what wind farms exactly where will these electrons be coming from? 

o Who owns those wind farms? 



o What discussions has RICL had with those wind farm owners? 

o Might those wind farm owners know of any Transmission Line Projects that might be competing 

projects 

o Do you know of any competing transmission line projects? 

o Will you give us the names and addresses of the contact people for those wind farms? 

 How much will the construction of this transmission line cost?  

 How much is that expressed in construction cost/mile?  

 How does that compare with the construction cost/mile of the last three high-voltage transmission lines 

completed in Iowa?  

 How will RICL pay for this line?  

 What will the operating cost of this transmission line be?  

 How does that compare, apples to apples, with the three most recently completed high-voltage 

transmission lines constructed in Iowa? 

How much will these wind-generated electrons cost the purchaser at your eastern terminus?  

The Preservation of Rural Iowa representatives will be at meetings to ask questions of RICL and Iowa Utilities Board 

(IUB), we will also provide you with additional information and answer specific questions on how this may impact 

you.  

 


